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ONLY YOU CAN SAVE 
UCSD! HAHA, JK LOL

HEY GUISE, IT’S SPRING AGAIN! 
You know what that means: All the bitches let their funbags 
out of  their triton sweatshirts, people prepare their livers and 
dental dams in anticipation of  Sungod, and the jews and the 
palestinians take over library walk to agitate their stupid causes. 
But did you know that this spring will also see an icon of  UCSD 
step down? Sure, this icon needs to be spoon-fed soup due to 
her advancing, incurable Parkinson’s Disease but really, Chan-
cellor Fox is a perfect symbol for UCSD. She’s actually a brilliant 
chemist and one of  the first females to rise (or shakily stand-
up) to her stature but all you can think of  when you see her is, 
“damn, I never want to live to be that old.” Maybe her decrepit, 
wasted body actually still contains a brilliant mind. But that’s 
pretty fucking unlikely considering she’s also the same woman 
who appointed Vice Chancellor Penny “superhead” Rue and 
later advocated for the creation of  the position of  Vice Chan-
cellor of  Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. 

What’s that? Good fucking question, I have no idea. What I do 
know is that it’s a salaried and pensioned position paid for by 
the California taxpayer. Now don’t get me wrong; I love me 
some flagrant public largesse as much as I love malt liquor (the 
paper in your hands is a product of  both), but normally we get 
some concrete benefit from decisions to waste the university’s 
budget, such as biodegradable forks/condoms/koalas. In this 
case, you’re shelling out your hard-earned scratch so old, white 
ladies like Rue and Fox can pretend not to be the racist bitches 
they are. Will the new VC EDI actually make black people at 
UCSD any happier? Probably not, unless he/she sucks the chit-
lin gravy out of  Al Sharpton’s ass while writing checks for the 
new African Studies/Underwater Basket-Weaving major. 

Even then, should we be surprised that the administration does 
shit like this? Probably not, considering how many voluntary 
spending increases we’ve put to referendum. But still, if Penny 
Rue is sending out emails about the principles of community 
during a sabbatical season for us, then that means that UCSD 
is indpendently doing something right. 

Spring is the time for you to let your hair down, breasts out, 
and enjoy your college experience, instead of studying for 
your o-chem final during second week. In addition to pound-
ing booze and bitches, take a leaf out of those Greeks’ book 
and throw a brick at something.

Hugs and kisses,
Lohith K. Ramanujam,
Editor-in-Thief
The Motherfucking Koala

At the Collective Voice, we pride ourself on being edgy, but within the Principles of Community. We enjoy being able to 
make students feel REAL EMOTIONS without REAL PAIN, which is why I found our last meeting so disturbing. As a lowly 
assistant-editor, my revolutionary purpose was to suck the semen/fecal matter mixture out of every new recruit’s rectum 
after my editor in chief finished fucking them up the ass with a gas-powered strap-on.  A particularly butch young fresh-
man caught my eye as my editor moved in on her. She looked back at me in growing horror as my editor forced herself on 
nubile, oppressed brown body. As her santorum-stained fuckmachine inched closer into the chican@’s quivering asshole, I 
cried out in savage glee: “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views ex-
pressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher 
of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed 
in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the 
views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Re-
gents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility 
and liability for the content of this publication.” Then as she lay there bleeding and whimpering softly, 
I positioned my face behind her ruined asshole and sucked down every last drop of warm, 
sticky love. 
After, we made cold placenta sandwiches and thought of more ways to recognize bias.

Victims of Hate

Treyvon
Lohith K. Ramanujam

Bullets
 Mr. Rogers, Bowls Smokington, CoolNegro

White People Who Wore Hoodies
Big Dick Rick, Groknar, Cynesthesia, Jump Jack Flash, Han Han

Strong Dong-->Power Bottom, lil rubez, JStones, SDSU, PokerSmoker

Old Guys Who Blame the Hoodie For His Death
subslut69. Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the L-Word, MamaPimp, 

Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, 
Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, Timbo

George Zimmerman
Kris Gregorian

The Koala has never stopped meeting on Fridays at 4:20. 
We’re looking for artists, writers, and designers who want their 

voices heard, so come meet us at Porter’s Pub!



Top 5 Lies to Tell to Get 
Freshmen to Sleep With You
1- “So yeah, we can start your chemistry 
tutoring next week.”
2- “Don’t worry, I’ll use a condom.”
3- “Those aren’t cold sores, you can trust me.”
4- “I love you.”
5- “Come on, baby! Just the tip!”

Top 5 Reasons to Convert to 
Islam
1- 39 virgins just isn’t cutting it. 
2- Their membership is exploding!
3- Women who have had their clitoris 
removed are more likely to do anal.
4- You want to take ‘self-hating Jew’ to the 
next level
5- Ramadan is a great time to slim down, fatty

Top 5 Reasons to be a 
Pessimist
1- On the day you were born, the delivery 
room forceps severed the nerves in your face 
that help you smile
2- On your second birthday, a crappy US made 
highchair cut off your left hand, leaving you 
unable to clap your hands
3- On your first day of  high school, a senior 
stabbed you in the face with a switchblade and 
irreversibly damaged your amygdala 
4- You just found out that, while you’re out 
giving toys to all the children of  the world, your 
wife is at home getting gangbanged by midgets
5- You go to UCSD

Top 5 Marketing Slogans for 
Lung Cancer
1- “Finally, a use for all that wasted health 
insurance!”
2- “Bringing families together ... for a while.”
3- “Enjoy every day as if  it were your last!”
4- “Because two lungs is just extra weight.”
5- “The perfect excuse to make meth!”

Top 5 Reasons We Miss Kim 
Jong-Il
1- He was the ultimate fashionista. You gotta 
be something FIERCE to rock the bouffant-
hair, elevator shoes, and button-down tunic for 
three decades.
2- He supported the little guy. See platform 
shoes entry.
3- Until I read the obituary, I had no idea I was 
masturbating to pictures of  a guy
4- Only person in the world judged by the 
US State Department likely to be MORE 
successful at building a nuclear weapon while 
shit-faced on Hennessy
5- Solved the fuck out of  North Korea’s 
obesity epidemic

Top 5 Ways Christmas Would 
Be Different If Santa Was a 
Hipster
1- Those who leave out milk and cookies 
would wake up to a long rant about the 
mistreatment of  cattle
2- His tendency to give gifts that are ironic 
would lead to an overflow at all trash dumps
3- Presents will be delivered in the summer, 
before it’s cool
4- V-neck christmas sweaters everywhere 
5- Cookies go untouched so he can fit those 
skinny jeans

Top Five Marketing Slogans 
For Skin Cancer
1- Still better than a lifetime spent covered in 
sunscreen
2- Avenging slavery and the Indian genocide
3- At least it’s not lung cancer
4- Bet you wished you stayed inside not getting 
laid, eh?
5- Making dermatology a real profession

Top 5 Things Osama Bin Laden 
is Doing in Heaven
1- Tossing back jagerbombs with Muammar 
Qaddafuckyourself.
2- Shaving.  Finally.
3- Having awkward, teary sex with his 72 
virgins.
4- Writing Yelp! reviews about how the felafel 
sucks up there.
5- High-fiving the shit out of  the Soviets, 
British, and anyone else who tried and failed to 
successfully fuck with the US.

Top 5 Reasons I Want Newt 
Gingrich to Be President
1- He’s a tough negotiator. It only took him 2 
weeks to divorce his first, cancerous wife!
2- He could replenish the Strategic Oil Reserve 
with his neckfat alone.
3- He’s a friend of  the working man. Btw, the 
reading fee for this list is $60,000.
4- Because Mad Max looked like so much fun.
5- Because at least he’s not a nigger.

Top 5 Reasons Chancellor Fox 
is Stepping Down
1- The Black Student Union demanded it.
2- Retiring to spend more time on her hobbies, 
mainly digging up Indian burial sites. 
3- She needs to perform her centennial, life-
extending blood sacrifice. 
4- Some administrative crap about how you 
can’t “chuck” people in the “furnace”
5- She actually fell down and had to call 
LifeAlert. 

Top 5 Siri Queries for Your 
Brand New iPhone
1- Siri, how do I cure my crippling 
homosexuality?
2- Siri, where’s this city’s red light district? 
3- Siri, is insuffulation or injection a better way 
to take cocaine?
4- Siri, I need to know how old this girl is. 
NOW!
5- Siri, is it true you’ve been hooking up with 
that android motherfucker?

Top Five Activities Where 
Alcohol Is a Performance-
Enhancing Drug
1- Bank robbery
2- Suicide
3- Asking your women’s studies TA out.
4- Fucking a fattie
5- Making this paper

Top 5 Things The Most 
Interesting Man in the World 
Drinks When He Doesn’t Drink 
Beer
1- Tres Equis moonshine
2- Cosmos
3- 2% milk from the 2% bodyfat bimbos always 
hanging around in the commercials
4- The whitewashed media-driven opinions on 
who is interesting.
5- The Most Interesting Backwash in the World

Top 5 Genocides Made into 
Pornos
1-  The Armenian Shaving
2- Anal at Auschwitz
3- The Ballocaust.
4- Schindler’s Licks
5- Jewish Showerroom 5

Top 5 Reasons U.S. Politics is 
like Professional Wrestling
1- The guy who actually cares never wins.
2- The combatants spend most of  their time 
trash talking.
3- The fans defend their favorites in drunken 
rages.
4- The bad guys are always champion longer 
than the good guys.
5- The results are fixed.

Top 5 Things Only a Rapist 
Would Say
1- “I’ve never gone on a date with anyone from 
Craigslist before.”
2-  “Say one Our Father and ten Hail Mary’s...
no no, slowly...yeah, and look at me while you 
do it.” 
3-  How is a ballgag inappropriate for her fifth 
birthday? I thought it was very tongue-in-cheek!
4-  “Tuition payments can be made at the 
Student Business Office.  Please make checks 
payable to ‘UC Regents.’”
5- “Koala meetings are Fridays at 4:20, you 
should come.” 

Top 5 Things Jeremy Lin 
Taught Us
1- How to have Lintercourse.
2- How to shoot three-pointers and heroLin.
3- Hot to overcome your racial Linitiations
4- How to play the vioLin
5- How to Linject steroids

Top 5 Phrases the German 
Language Desperately Needs
1- “Guilt”
2- “Love”
3- “Making it rain”
4- “Winning a multi-theater military 
engagement”
5- “Safe words” 

Top Five Lists



Top Five Rejected Names For 
Hoegaarden Beer
1. Putajardin
2. Floozysideyard
3. Tramplawn
4. Hussypark
5. Wenchmeadow

Top 5 Ways Personal Trainers 
Get Blowjobs
1. While you’re struggling on the bench 
press, he slips his dick in your mouth 
and lets you die.
2. “Full body workout” means your 
mouth too, bitch.
3. That’s your tip. You pay in anal.
4. His personal protein shake really 
compliments the wheat grass enema.
5. Shoulda read that gym membership 
contract better, bitch.

Top 10 Reasons Your 
Girlfriend won’t Look You in 
the Eyes During Sex
1. Because of the bag over her face.
2. Same reason she would not look into 
her father’s eyes... she prefers doggy 
style.
3. She is messed up in the head- She is 
dating you after all.
4. She’s not a creep and neither am I.
5. Shhh!  I told her motorboating 
counts as eye contact.
6. Her eyes kept getting in the way of 
your thrusting cock.
7. Could you look your rapist in the 
eyes?
8. You were too cheap to pay for a 
Realdoll with animatronic eyes.
9. To look at you would be to 
acknowledge you, semen slave.
10.  I guess that last beating finally 
took.

Top 5 Complaints of Child 
Soldiers
1. The fact the tooth fairy won’t pay 
from teeth wrenched from the corpses 
of the enemy.
2. They never have enough time to run 
around naked in the streets of PB.
3. Not tall enough to reach the pedals 
and steer the tank at the same time.
4. Way harder than dodgeball.
5. Never enough cocaine in the 
mandatory-morning-speedball.

Top 5 Ways to Protect Your 
Virginity
1. Keep eating that chocolate bar.
2. Preemptively roofie everyone else.
3. Run for AS president.
4. Play enough starcraft that you run 
your sex life like a tower defense game.
5. Show up for MQ meetings.

Top 5 Easter Eggs in Pornos
1. The deleted sex scene in Schindler’s 
List.
2. Children of the performers 
wandering in on-scene.
3. Seeing your retarded cousin get 
facefucked
4. When the plumber actually fixes the 
sink.
5. Everything that happens after 3:17.

Top 5 Ways Orgasms are like 
Ninjas
1. Both are all 14-year-olds talk about.
2. Best when Asian.
3. Never come in “female”.
4. Every Japanese TV show has at least 
one.
5. They’re inside you before you know 
it.

Top 10 Ways Child Soldiers > 
Adult Soldiers
1. The heroin and crack you hand out 
to keep them fighting lasts way longer.
2. The kids haven’t had as long to learn 
the fear of death.
3.  Nothing cures a pesky Oedipus-
complex like taking an AK to your 
mom.
4. More rape leftover for you.
5. Adult soldiers only get older. Child 
soldiers just don’t get old.
6. High mortality in adolescents selects 
for early puberty and that has to be 
good, right?
7. Candy cigarettes are much cheaper 
than real tobacco.
8. SO over the grizzled soldier look.
9. It isn’t about child vs. adult; it’s about 
child soldier vs. dead child.
10. You can’t aim at the invisible 
children!

Top 5 Ways Your Girlfriend is 
like a 4-Year-Old
1. Doesn’t know any words over 2 
syllables.
2. Cries when you punch her face
3. Has to be dragged kicking and 
screaming out of the costume jewelry 
boutique

4. Spends 150% of discretionary 
income on flavored lip balms.
5. Throws her shoes when upset.

Top 5 Pubic Hair Stencils
1. Barcode pricetag
2. Houston Astros logo
3. “Abandon hope, all ye who enter 
here”
4. Silhouette of your baby-daddy
5. Chris Hansen’s face

Top 5 Links You Impulsively 
Click On
1. Anything with the letters “NSFW”
2. The Facebook of Sex
3. Gay Porn For The Straight Guy
4. Start a koala newspaper on your 
campus in 19 arduous steps!
5. Anything to do with My Little Pony

 Top 5 Phrases That Should be 
on Taco Bell Sauce Packets
1. “I look the same in the toilet!”
2. “Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement can be reached at  1 (866) 
347-2423”
3. “I’m just as stoned as you are”
4. “Don’t use me on fries, pinche 
gringo.”
5. “Not intended for human 
consumption.”

Top 5 Things I can’t put My 
Penis In
1. Your intellect
2. Your personal goals
3. Your college degree
4. Your trip to Europe
5. Your little sister

Top 5 Reasons to Lick the 
Pussy and the Crack
1. Come on, it’s right there.
2. Gentleman’s rules. She’s gotta lick 
your asshole too.
3. How else is she going to get that 
yeast infection?
4. Wash that tootsie roll down with 
some lemonade
5. Caught up in the joy of there not 
being balls this time

Top 5 Better Names for Downs 
Syndrome
1. Up Syndrome
2. “Get Down” Syndrome
3. Monkey hand-ism
4. That-kid-that-gets-raped-a-lot-and-
beat-up-a-lot syndrome
5. Human ashtray-ism

Top Five Lists



 

Kony 2012 fucked up when they made 4/20 their day of  action, with “Cover the Night” 
events posted all over the pornternet to rally the troops for the good of  niggaz with 
gunz everywhere. 4/20 should be a national recognized holiday, no matter how many 
Jews protest because it’s Hitler’s birthday. We get it, The Jews, he should have stuck with 
painting. Let it go, you already have every major bank, and Hollywood. But I digress.

This vacuous reason for privileged white kids to claim activist has spread over the internet 
like a bad outbreak of  herpes, only twice as fast. Some poorly produced, shortsighted pat 
on the back made by a bunch of  chillbros from San Diego has apparently struck a nerve 
among the SOCIAL ACTIVISTS! on facebook, by making the solution to Suffering In Af-
rica as easy as updating your status. Now we can pretend to make a difference while still 
knowing less about Africa than we do about Kim Karfuckherassian. Still, we conveniently 
forget that the Lord’s Resistance Army is inspired by Christian fundamentalism. Good job 
getting Africa in the missionary position yet again, white people! 

We’re not here to convince anyone to tone down the oblivious vapidity of  their Wall, but 
we must ask: did you really have to bring child soldiers down to the level of  your stupid 
profile pictures and “deep” poetry? That’s kinda gross, and not just because your profile 
pics are all fat-girl angle shots. And to not only pick 4/20 as your “day of  [lethargic in]ac-
tion,” but also run around naked in PB?! Go fuck yourself. How can anyone really help? 
Our international institutions already failed for 25 years. There’s nothing to almost boy-
cott, nothing to sort-of  occupy, and nobody to socially pressure, so our generation is lost 
in the dark. After all, Facebook is where you go to look cool in front of  all your friends 
because of  how easy it is to highlight the qualities you wish you had, while downplaying 
the sad, boring reality that is your true personality. When it comes to kids shooting kids 
(HEADSHOT!) and 4/20, instead of  clicking like, you need to find the “Time” and “Effort” 
buttons on the logout page (wishful thinking).You may think now that it’s appropriate for 
some half-assed scheme to Save the Little Niggers to have been scheduled for 4/20, but 
that couldn’t be further from the truth. 420 shows how functional stoners can live a pro-
ductive life while chilling the fuck out. That’s the whole point, not stunting like an asshole 
so people will think you Care About Worldly Matters at the expense of  some kids in Afri-
ca with Real Fucking Problems. Don’t be an ignorant asshole on 420—roll blunts with your 
friends and enjoy yourself. It’s more productive than making a mockery of  atrocities; they 
can have your time the rest of  the year.

PHONY KONY vs Stony Kony



11:00 AM: Wake up, jack off. Skip the shower and teeth brushing; they keep you in the 
basement for a reason.
12:00 PM: Attend Qualcomm luncheon for the free pizza.
01:00 PM: CSE 131, Compilers. Spend the next hour and a half figuring out how to while 
Rick Ord bullshits his way through class.
02:30 PM: Hack into that one girl’s Facebook and steal her private naked pics. Clos-
est thing to laid you’re going to get.
03:00 PM: Attend Yahoo information session for the free pizza. Hope you never have to 
work for such a retarded company.
04:00 PM: Women in Computing meeting. 3 girls attend, a whopping 75% of all the girls 
in the CSE department.
04:13 PM: Sneak off to the bathroom to masturbate to the thought of actual female CS 
majors.
04:15 PM: Make up names for fake programming languages you can list on your resume. 
Write “Hello World” in some real languages so you can list them, too.
05:30 PM: CSE 100, Advanced Data Structures. Silently thank Paul Kube for eliminating 
your ongoing need for sleeping pills.
07:00 PM: Attend Google information session for the free pizza.
07:37 PM: Watch the sunset from the safety of the underground lab.
09:00 PM: Rush to the end of the Computer Science and Engineering Society meeting 
only to realize that there’s no pizza left. Leave immediately.
10:00 PM: Compliment tutors until your nose is as brown as the result of all that 
free pizza.
01:00 AM: BK Run. And by run, you mean awkwardly wobble over and arrive exhausted.
02:00 AM: Google source code and change all the variable names. They’ll never know.
03:00 AM: Code not commented? Errors abound? Fuck it, submit this motherfucker.
04:00 AM: Leave the lab. Daylight will be here in a few hours and your flaky pale skin 
will start to burn if you don’t get home fast enough.

One day in the Life of a 
Computer Science Major

A UCSD student’s recent possible suicide on the UCI campus has exposed Irvine’s best kept secret: it’s the perfect place to 
bring a whimpering end to your ambiguous existence in this dark, cruel world. Irvine’s foul atmosphere crushes your soul while 
leaving no doubt in your mind that it’s time to blast a shotgun through it.
Irvine’s shitty, meandering streets make it so no matter your internal compass, Irvine manages to make you feel lost all the 
time. Just like in your brain! Kill yourself! Driving towards UCI is a blend of new age white people bullshit and old money 
white people bullshit, only smack dab in the middle of suburbia instead of on the coast. Once you arrive on campus, you’re 
greeted by an excessively sprawled layout that makes UCSD’s campus look almost cramped.The students populating the cam-
pus are a gross mix between UCSD and UCR, which if you catch my drift makes for a pretty shitty litter. Anteaters, after all, 
are a gross animal that even exotic pet owners avoid. UCI is full of them. It’s the type of place where a girl in 08 can give her-
self a clothes hanger abortion, everyone finds out, and she still hooks up loudly in the dorms a week later (true story). Their 
most interesting person is Swag Man, an idiot who walks and dresses like a wigger. He’s probably the hardest dude in Irvine 
and the best part of any anteater’s day. You walk around UCI trying to find meaning, inclusion, belonging-- and there isn’t any. 

Kill yourself!

San Diego may not live up to its potential, but at least we all agree there’s potential here, if only we knew how to harness it 
(Protip: Join the Koala). Irvine lacks anything redeeming--they don’t even have the best drugs in OC.The icing on the cake is 
that UCI and Irvine know this already, and they got this covered: once the cold chill of Irvine settles within you, make the trek 
to their very own Suicide Hill! It’s a real place that offers a breathtaking landscape once you hike to the top. Then you realize 
this view was wasted on a place like Irvine. Kill yourself!

UCI: University of Concrete Impact



Although you are reasonably attractive, when you got to college you decided 
to abuse this fact to get a long line of losers to buy things for you. However, 
although life is easy, your brain starts to atrophy over these 4 years as your 
courseload and social activities do nothing to stimulate your mind. Thus, you’re 
an expert at superfluous conversation and remembering to take your birth 
control. Your cache, however, is that you can drink the most out of any girl on 
campus, which is necessary to make your lifestyle bearable. You’ve probably 
gotten a lot better at sex and blowjobs in these last four years, spreading them 
out between the losers who get things for you, professors, authority figures, 
and jocks. In the end, you forgot to succeed in this world with a loose pussy 
you need to have prospects and real skills. You don’t. Eventually you’ll forget 
to take your birth control at the worst time and are saddled with whichever 
loser came in you last. Life’s kinda the same: just swap out financial aid for 
welfare, and girly vodka for malt liquor. If you’re pretty enough, you end up as 
a trophy wife or a weather girl. Still depressing.

Sororwhore/Comm Major: Things Just Get Sadder and Sadder!

Asian Science Major: The Perfect Hollywood Personal Assistant!
You’ve trained your entire life for this. Your parents have been berating you 
for years on end, shattering your free will and making you a natural push-
over. Your courseload has conditioned you to long, mundane, pointless work. 
Even better, to deal with all the pressure you’re an expert at finding uppers 
and talking yourself out of suicide. And since you’re Asian, you’re better at 
using a phone than talking to people. It’s like you went to Personal Assistant 
Boot Camp! Entitled actors are sure to pay top dollar when they realize you’ll 
tolerate their most extreme tantrums because you have no spine. As they drag 
you along through their benders, comedowns, withdrawals, and comeups, stop 
and smell the heroin cooking on the spoon. You’ve made it. You’re in Hol-
lywood. Now hopefully you learned a thing or two in those science classes 
about flobotomy, cuz IM NOT GOING TO INJECT MYSELF YOU PATHETIC 
PIECE OF SHIT. I SHOULD KILL YOU. I SHOULD FUCKING KILL YOU AND 

The Koala’s Guide to Choosing a Career

You know how to waste every day of your life while living in a 
dream world where this is a viable contribution to academia/so-
ciety and not a fun Minor at best. Are you good at manipulating 
people? How can they take you seriously when you try? nobody 
trusts actors/takes theater majors seriously. Maybe.... stripper? 
That leads to heroin so yeah, go be a stripper. RIMAC it while 
you’re here, no one likes a girl who doesn’t have the stamina to 
work a pole.

Theater Majors- You have fewer prospects than UCSD’s 
athletic department. D2 for life motherfuckers!

Poli Sci Intl Relations Major-- Midlevel Mafia Wiseguy.
Your professors taught you to say as little as possible as effectively as 
possible. You figured out the only difference between legal and illegal 
economies of scale is the money laundering factor, and can actually 
handle the illegal side because you’re not as greedy as economics ma-
jors. Examining institutions means palace intrigue tickles your fancy, of 
which there is plenty in the mob. If you’re not going to law school, that 
means you’re not dead inside and probably pretty angry considering it’s 
intl relations. You usually have free time (midterm and a final, maybe 
an essay FTW), so you’re probably a druggy and kick it with dealers 
(grow op intrigue?). This sets you up pretty well to able to handle run-
ning some city game in a borough for whatever’s left of the goombahs 
who aren’t guidos. You work an illegal institution, run with fellow lowlifes 
and do stupid shit.  profit. Eventually you run your bookish mouth too 
much and get popped for fucking up along the way. Oh well.

Can you find the secret blotter?



Which Fallback Major Is Right for You?
Having a job when I graduate would be cool and all, but 

math is too hard!

Start Here!

Do you want to get easy A’s 
because you already learned most 

of the class material from your 
upbringing?

Yes!

How do you feel about science?

Yes, but I’m a WASP.

Why?

My parents will beat 
me if I get a B+

I don’t want a study 
group with the gentiles

I’m too tired to study 
after running from the 

police

Chinese 
Studies

Latin American Studies

Ha, science cannot explain 
sooper hard questions like 

free will!

Ha, science cannot explain 
the ine�able 

human condition!

Science is cool and all, but 
it’s so complicated

Well, do you like 
television?

Only anime Fuck yeah! Not really

Sociology - Science and 
Medicine

Japanese Studies

Are cameras too technical for you?

Do I look 
retarded?

Yes

Do you know how to white 
balance?

Is that like pressing a 
button?

Communications
“Yes it is!”

Sociology - Culture 
and Communication

Philosophy

Anthropology

No, I just think people are special

Do you try to feel smart by throwing 
around words like structuralism and 

antipositivism?

Of course!

Sociology

I don’t care about society! 
People who didn’t have 
phones are way cooler

English Literature
“Tell people about Charles 

Dickens as you hand them their 
co�ee!”

But I already know what’s 
wrong with society!

What exactly IS wrong with 
society?

Is there a way I can 
attach signi�cance to 

minor details WITHOUT 
reading?

Art History

Classical Studies

I should have been 
more speci�c: people 

who didn’t have toilets

The sweaty 
glistening pulsing 
penis patriarchy!

Not enough 
GDP!

Not enough 
spiritual 

wholeness!

You may not like math, but do you at 
least understand exponents?

Is that like more 
timesing?

Pre-Business 
Administration

Sure, if it means 
I get paid.

White 
People!Rich People!

What did rich people do?

They keep society 
strati�ed with class 

warfare

They steal from the 
durkas!

Sociology - Social 
Inequality

“Describe problems 
without solving them!”

I’m not sure, I just 
know I don’t want to 

be a capitalist bastard

Ethnic Studies

Religion Studies

Economics



Which Fallback Major Is Right for You?
Having a job when I graduate would be cool and all, but 

math is too hard!

Start Here!

Do you want to get easy A’s 
because you already learned most 

of the class material from your 
upbringing?

Yes!

How do you feel about science?

Yes, but I’m a WASP.

Why?

My parents will beat 
me if I get a B+

I don’t want a study 
group with the gentiles

I’m too tired to study 
after running from the 

police

Chinese 
Studies

Latin American Studies

Ha, science cannot explain 
sooper hard questions like 

free will!

Ha, science cannot explain 
the ine�able 

human condition!

Science is cool and all, but 
it’s so complicated

Well, do you like 
television?

Only anime Fuck yeah! Not really

Sociology - Science and 
Medicine

Japanese Studies

Are cameras too technical for you?

Do I look 
retarded?

Yes

Do you know how to white 
balance?

Is that like pressing a 
button?

Communications
“Yes it is!”

Sociology - Culture 
and Communication

Philosophy

Anthropology

No, I just think people are special

Do you try to feel smart by throwing 
around words like structuralism and 

antipositivism?

Of course!

Sociology

I don’t care about society! 
People who didn’t have 
phones are way cooler

English Literature
“Tell people about Charles 

Dickens as you hand them their 
co�ee!”

But I already know what’s 
wrong with society!

What exactly IS wrong with 
society?

Is there a way I can 
attach signi�cance to 

minor details WITHOUT 
reading?

Art History

Classical Studies

I should have been 
more speci�c: people 

who didn’t have toilets

The sweaty 
glistening pulsing 
penis patriarchy!

Not enough 
GDP!

Not enough 
spiritual 

wholeness!

You may not like math, but do you at 
least understand exponents?

Is that like more 
timesing?

Pre-Business 
Administration

Sure, if it means 
I get paid.

White 
People!Rich People!

What did rich people do?

They keep society 
strati�ed with class 

warfare

They steal from the 
durkas!

Sociology - Social 
Inequality

“Describe problems 
without solving them!”

I’m not sure, I just 
know I don’t want to 

be a capitalist bastard

Ethnic Studies

Religion Studies

Economics



 The State of  California needs an intervention. No, not the citizens (keep rippin them bongs for me!), but the government. California used to 
be hot as fuck (i’d hit it twice), but years of  abuse have left Sacramento looking like a scarred, pockmarked hooker with a bad meth habit. Although we 
here at the Koala fully support the occasional raging bender to quell our raging meth boners, California has institutionalized such dangerous (fun!) be-
havior to an insane degree. Luckily, they decided to do this in a state where everyone is too vapid to look up from their phone (unless it’s to look at a 
mirror!) However, if  you look around and take stock of  California’s budget in 2012, you’ll realize that the governor’s been living with some crackheads 
in a housing project for a decade now. And those crackheads are the legislature. 
 However, the State forgot that it’s essentially a parent. One of  its worthless fuckup kids is the UC system.  We all know the UC System grew 
up to be just like its deadbeat dad (pissing away its money), like responding  to budget cuts by paying for more useless buildings with salary cuts and 
fee hikes. I mean, when your veins whither up and your brain only spits out herp-derps, all you wanna do is keep chasin that dragon. Now that the 
UC system is all grown up, it’s entering that weird phase where you start cookin up schemes with Pop and bang ice together in a condemned building. 
Their latest scheme to keep the money flowing without having to get clean is to have the UC system loan 200 million dollars to the State. That’s right, 
Sailor Jerry needs his hooch and his fix, and it’s up to Marky Mark Yudof  to fetch it for him. But that’s okay, because Marky never ruined his credit rat-
ing and scored a platinum Visa to cover it, and he’s making his parents pay quadruple interest. That’s right, our government is so deep in its own shit 
(but they’ve almost got that dragon!) that it can’t even borrow money without using its university as a front. Oh, and did we mention all the other debt 
daddy racked up supporting his cocaine habit? Because California already owes the UCs a whopping $1.7 billion from previous budget fuck-ups!
 So here you are in the UC system hearing about fee increases and other horseshit even though every year the school’s services get worse and 
worse. With a loan racket that has kept the spoons 
cooking and the syringes full to the tune of  $1.9 bil-
lion dollars overall, Marky Mark has essentially served 
as an enabler, if  not willing participant. Are the salary 
increases still flowing as the budget impasses get worse 
and worse? Of  course! It’s tiring work to figure out how 
to keep scheming instead of  solving the issue of  sol-
vency. Plus, good meth doesn’t come cheap when you’re 
desperate. So the fiends in charge see the state and the 
UC system, and only think of  how to pump money out 
of  them to stay up. But that’s the thing about dirty dope 
fiends: they’re never gonna learn, because they don’t 
really want to try. It’s easier to think you can catch a 
dragon than solve a budget and run a public university 
system correctly.

Stateside Embezzlement 101 
Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Debt

laicepS toN erA uoY

 Somalia is not an easy place to remember, or ever want to. It’s in Africa. Do you ever think about Africa? Fuck no. There’s no functioning 
government, and most days are filled with the sort of  depressing bullshit white people explain away as the mysterious nature of  a vengeful, haphazard 
God. However, according to the UN, THERE’S REALLY REALLY GOOD NEWS GUYS! First off, did you know suffering is a science? Isn’t that A TRE-
MENDOUS PRODUCT OF HUMAN BRAINPOWER? Second, the statistics that the science of  suffering renders us say that THE FAMINE IN SOMA-
LIA IS OVER!!!!(barely)!!!!!!!!!!
 The UN has a simple approach to providing aid. Naturally, lots of  pain, hun-
ger, and suffering are necessary to catch their eye in the huge, seedy nightclub that 
is the international community. Even better, bloodthirsty dictators, roving bands of  
“freedom fighters” led by Western-educated kleptocrats, or the complete absence 
of  functional government is that nice, round, juicy ass that seals the deal for the UN 
and gets them a lil sweaty. They’re sure to put all the moves on you at that point, 
whispering sweet nothings in your ear as they feel you up with aid workers, AIDS 
workers (“ey baby, it’s not just you, you don’t know if  I got something either”), 
and doctors that don’t care about your borders baby, they just want you to feel 
goooooooooooooood.
 So what do you do? You’re in the club, trying to have a good time, and no 
one else is coming up to you talking about your needs. Maybe the UN has a thing 
for black girls. Maybe this UN guy is the one, or at least it’s worth seeing where everything goes. And he is getting frisky with those aids workers. But 
you have needs too! This UN guy can’t just be about the nut and the glory, right? “Hey babe, I know you like what I’ve got going on, suffering-wise, but 
we’re all really hungry, I think it might be what you call a famine,” you say, trying not to kill the moment. “FAMINES? Oh baby, i’m all about the famine.”
 It’s a bingo! You’re a little drunk, you’re feelin it, and this guy’s trying to end your famine? No one’s ended your famine in so long, you’re won-
dering if  you still remember what it feels like! Full stomachs? Hot damn! Maybe it’s time to stretch a bit to get yourself  ready. He might even start 
fingering around in your government, and secretly you like it when they get a little naughty like that.
 So you take the UN back to your place, even though it’s a loooot messier than you’d like. He starts getting down with the foreplay, feeling his 
way around by planting crops and bringing in some food deliveries. But wait! You’re not quite in the mood yet because the harvests are going bad and 
the warlords are fucking shit up for everybody. He starts whining a bit but now you’re like, “Damn baby I thought you said you were gonna give it to 
me good and end my famine! Man up!”
 After you feel each other out and get past the rough patches, things start really getting hot and heavy. He mumbles something about a “bump” 
of  crops and emergency food deliveries (cocaine), and now you’re really getting wet. This famine just might be over. Thing get intense and you moan, 
“Faster, deeper, baby, go harder, give me that jungle fever white boy!” His breathing gets heavy, and just as you think your famine just might be over he 
gives out a primal scream, with only a tiny puddle of  spilled milk to show for his work. God dammit, these white boys never know what they’re doing.
 In the morning, you find out the UN sent a press release to all his friends, cheering himself  on as he claims to have ended your famine. That 
sneaky fuck even took pictures of  his statistics. What did you think would happen? You’re still a broke nigga in Africa with no prospects, and after a 
while he’s worn out by you. In the end, he’s always going to leave you wanting more while you wonder why you let him in in the first place. What do 
you expect from a guy who can’t keep his dick up? Nut and the glory, baby.

Great Moments In Premature Ejaculation: 
The UN & Somalia



Nor Cal
    The road to Rage Mansion in Tahoe loomed 
ahead of  our particular band of  degenerates, 
a ten hour ride through what middle-america 
hicks forget the rest of  California looks like 
while they rabble about elitism. However, any 
ride is just a cruise if  you bring enough drugs 
and booze. And so, we set off to challenge the 
exhaust pipe for carbon emission supremacy 
with our pipes, bubblers, and grits. After some 
stops that involved Strong Dong flashing his dick 
at a warehouse worker while taking a piss on 
their back door (+1 I show you mine, you show 
me yours), we arrived at the Rage Mansion and 
proceeded to plant our Koala flag in a room. 
Finally, we were ready to begin the Board Club 
Norcal bender.
   The first night, we sniffed out the booze while 
waiting for everyone else to show up and got 
the beer die tables ready on opposite sides of  
the hot tub, conveniently located in the middle 
of  the main living room. The first game, Lo 
and I turned a 0-4 deficit into an 8-6 win—a 
statement to the rest of  these bitches that 
you can’t take us down easy if  we get to keep 
drinking more (+1 don’t call it a comeback). 
After boozing up sufficiently and meeting the 
rest of  the cabin, we took off to spend some 
time at the Old Cal cabin, where we met up 
with the Koala’s favorite Rage Kitty. We then 
returned to the cabin to smoke and drink and 
introduce ourselves to the loads of  foreign girls 
that decided to show up with their cute accents. 
The Chileans were my favorite (+1 hot accents).
   We started the second day with a feast of  
bacon to ready our stomachs for more beer 
die while exploring the ins and outs of  the 
areas around the Rage Mansion. During a 
game of  beer die, Strong Dong transformed 
himself  into Power Bottom by blasting his ass 
through a wall in a vain attempt to catch my 
artfully placed throw. (+1 BOOTY BOOTY 
BOOTY ROCKING EVERYWHERE/YOU 
LOOK GOOD WHEN YOU BACK THAT 
A$$ UP, SMASH IT THROUGH A WALL 
WHEN YOU BACK THAT A$$ UP) By 
nightfall, the snowboarders returned and 
another night of  partying was at hand, this time 
with more MDMA. Of  course, this meant the 
moombahton grooves and shiny lasers made 
everything seem right with the world. Although 
at some point Saturday night someone decided 
to forget everything that made them human in 
the bathroom (-2 SAVAGES, FILTHY WHORE 
SAVAGES), overall the party Saturday night 
kicked ass. Flip cup, boat race, quarters, die, djs, 

bitches, and booze. What else do you fucking 
want? A group of  candied-out kids rolling their 
ass off, transfixed by light shows and lasers 
in front of  the DJ booth? Thanks to the Pied 
Piper of  MDMA who showed up, that’s what 
happened next. Later, serving as God while 
teaching Europeans to play beer die is always a 
great success, as they broken-English shit talk 
and think of  ways to get each other to say biz. 
My favorite: “ey man, how long your penis is?” 
(he meant in centimeters).
   Sunday, we were finally able and ready to 
trip balls on the LSD we had brought after an 
unfortunate Saturday misplacement. Waves of  
euphoria came over us, and sunlight illuminated 
the room with a warm glow. We proceeded to 
drink heavily while playing beer die and watching 
Top 20 Most Shocking, which takes on a whole 
other level when you’re tripping. (+1 Trust  me, 
just trip and get drunk and spend an hour doing 
this). This being Sunday, when night came it 
was finally time for Dirty Dancing. We coached 
a newly enlisted Rage Kitty (while skiing and 
drinking wine in the bathroom) to transform 
herself  into an ass-shaking Rage Whore, ready 
to make sure San Diego Board Club will always 
be known as the ones most down with the 
stank. That bitch tore up the place. Later, I 
decided I wanted in on the accent game, and 
drunkenly came up with a British accent that I 
used the rest of  the night. However, because 
I’m brown everyone asked if  I was from Spain 
or Latin America. I usually told them I was 
Swedish. This proved to be a success, since I 
ended up making out with a girl from Davis for a 
little while on the porch after sharing a cigarette 
and a beer (+1 girls are shallow and accents 
make their pussy wet). No longer tripping but 
still euphoric and drunk, we raged the rest of  
the night, ending the night when Power Bottom 
decided to get his dick wet at the expense of  
Lo’s closet sanctuary. 
   The final morning, Tahoe blessed us with one 
of  the finest dispensaries I have ever seen. The 
weed, hash, and edibles were all cheap and 
highly effective with a chill-ass staff that seems 
popular in town. (+1 getting holy-shit-i’m-
fucking-high stoned on the drive back) Overall, 
the entire weed culture in Tahoe was definitely 
one of  the finest I’ve been around in California. 
Another sad reminder that San Diego needs to 
get its shit together. Facing a long drive home 
down the 395, we loaded up on this gift from 
Jah and made the long journey back. 5/5

Fuck Fest of Fail
    With complimentary Stone kegs, an industrial 
beer cooler full of  jungle juice, a host of  DJ’s 
on deck, and a guest list packed with fresh faces 
all primed up for some questionable decision 
making, what could possibly go wrong?  Hosting 
it in a condo, that’s what.  I showed up a half  
hour into it and found pods of  dorm people 
moping around the lawn with tales of  noise 
complaints and legal intervention (-1 angry 
peasants).  Rumors were confirmed upon my 
entry but have no fear, someone’s roommate 
was having people over and we could move 
things over there (+1 thinking on our feet).  A 
car ride later, we discover that “having people 
over” translates to “SAE holding a mixer for 
DG” in party speak (+1 sorostutes in a whore-
off competition).  You can imagine just how 
stoked a bunch of  frat boys in the midst of  a 
mating ritual were to have us there and the 
awkward spread faster than a chlamydia strain 
in Warren housing as hordes of  GDI’s filed 
in through the door (-1 pissed-off, half-naked 
bros).  The piece de resistance occurred when 
one of  the crashers blew chow all over one of  
the DG ladies (+1 keepin it classy).  I was on my 
way out when one of  the SAE bros blocked the 
door to share the puke story with the crowd as 
pretense to throwing everyone out.  He then 
proceeded to bitch at me for not leaving, while 
continuing to block the door (-1 top-tier college 
student being completely counter-intuitive).  
We got back to the car as the po’s were rolling 
up so we cruised over to Castle Blackout and 
commenced forgetting this circle-jerk of  a 
Saturday night. 0/5

1 bong: You couldn’t handle UCSD through 4/20 and killed yourself at UC Irvine. 
2 bongs: Finally sack up and decide to try weed. End up smoking salvia instead and 
            eating your roomate along with all of his Dorritos.

3 bongs: Invite that hottie over to blaze, find out she’s a tranny. Still, dickS still get sucked.

4 bongs: End up convincing chancellor Fox she can treat parkinsons with your med weed.
5 bongs: Weed not only is legalized in America, but being stoned is required by law. 
  War ends, the economy recovers, and you are no longer scientifically unfuckable!

Party Reviews

Stroke 

here for 

diversity



Koala Personals

If this isn’t a cold sore i’m breaking up 
with you and telling your roommates 
everything

all my roommates are lazy fat bitches. they lie 
about eating my food and going to the gym.

To the TA who said my essay was incon-
sistent: it’s MAGAGNA. WHY ARE YOU 
GIVING ME A B. WHAT THE FUCKK. 
Nothing at this school goes the way it 
supposed to should be. D1. And DG lets 
in ugly skanks but not me?

I went to a party, a girl flirted with me, we 
make out and lets me see her tits, then says we 
shouldn’t fuck yet. Why ucsd

This isn’t very well, can you fix it.

There are way too many fucking asians in this 
shithole. what did I get myself  into?

Adderall & cocaine are seriously fucking 
life savers. I don’t regret anything. Having 
3 jobs makes it super easy to be a drug-
gie

Dear Taiko Drummers In Gilman, Shut 
the fuck up! Sincerely, Sixth Res.

Never in my whole life have I wanted to corrupt 
someone so bad. I want him to want me. He 
could be good for me because I need to simmer 
down

Most HUM TA’s are narcissistic  assholes 
who think they’re better than everyone 
and don’t give out A’s

To the next person who buys this used genetics 
textbook:
HAH. SUCKS TO BE YOU. You’re getting a 
beautiful textbook loaded with inane, hard-to-
read information that you don’t need to know, 
hard words, and index that only has half  of  the 
terms, and an assload of  leftover food and des-
sert crumbs. 
This is why you shouldn’t have waited until last 
minute to buy it at the overpriced bookstore. I 
wish I could sell it for more, but no one’s going 
to buy what amounts to a large serving of  oil, 
cheese, and crumbs tucked neatly inside a book.
You know what’s the worst part? NONE OF 
IT WAS FROM MY MEALS. I HAVE NO CLUE 
WHOSE SHIT THIS IS. 

I honestly still don’t know what the fuck i 
want to do with my life. -Senior

I hate calculus. I got one of  my ex’s to dump 
his gf  and get with me. I hate my other ex. He’s 
a loser and I can’t believe I lost my virginity to 
him. My “friend” madison is so f ’ing fat and a 
slut but she doesn’t think so. Even tho she’s 
slept with a ton of  guys. What a whore. Oh, my 
sister took my “friends” side when she hooked 
up with my ex. What the fuck. My roommate 
is a lesbian. Eggers is so annoying. My friend 
wants to hav sex with Dod(?) I’m horny as fuck. 
My roommates are so ugly. I need help. I hate 
math. My roommates are prudes, don’t drink, 
no sex, no weed. This school is no fun. I want a 
bf. I want my roommates bf. LOVE the water-
polo team. HOT! I want this guy at the gym. I’m 
NOT a virgin but everyone else around me is 
waiting til they are married. Well, fuck them. I 
have (oral) herpes. Don’t judge. I hate my mom, 
but she’s being nice to me. It’s just cus she’s 
brored(??) I’ve seen it. She cheated on my dad. 
My “friend” is hooking up with my ex.. again. 
I dislike her. She’s a whore too. I want my T.A 
from HdLD last quarter. yum. This stupid fat girl 
keeps putting her feet on my chair. fatty’s ***(??) 
think there are a lot of  ugly people here...

 In case going on the interbutts and typing your bitter frustrations, unrequited love, and totally 
cool ideas plus a captcha was way too complicated for you, then we’ve got the perfect solution for 
you. Personals bags are an age-old Koala tradition, and we’re bringing them back for your conve-
nience and cathartic pleasure.

Here’s how it works:
 Look for big manila envelopes with the Koala brand in your favorite lecture halls, computer 
labs, and elsewhere. All you have to do is write your ‘fuck yous,’ ‘fuck mes,’ senseless rants, and 
other anonymous messages on any surface that fits (paper, your roommate’s flip flops, etc.) and stick 
them in the bag. One of  our army of  Koala fairy commandos will collect them and, just like magic, 
they get printed for all to see. It’s the perfect way to kill time in a boring lecture, so put your rage 
faces on and get writing!

*Speshul Anownsmint*


